The 
Introduction
Molecular biologists encounter significant difficulties trying to obtain DNA sequences and to derive biologically significant information from these data. Numerous molecular biology software tools developed mainly by computer scientists are often found unsatisfactory by biologists. To eliminate a cultural gap between computer scientists and biologists DNASUN has been implemented in the biological environment; the modules of DNASUN have been extensively tested in the biological laboratories and numerous recommendations of biologists have been taken into consideration. The DNASUN user-friendly interface and every-day-use programs have been developing since 1986 in a close collaboration with gene engeneers. Besides every-day-use programs DNASUN contains some programs which are still rare in the general purpose molecular biology software. DNASUN (version 3.30) has been implemented on IBM PC/AT/PS2 microcomputers (640 Kb memory and 4 Mb hard disk space are required) using Microsoft C (version 5.1) input. Numerous modes, including the input of ambiguous nucleotides, 'blind' input and arbitrary key assignments are allowed. Houston Instruments digitizer TG1017 is used as a basic device for electroforegrams/gels input.
DNA and protein sequence editing
Editing of DNA sequences is a routine and timeconsuming procedure. The program for DNA sequence editing (Edit_DNA) provides a convenient way to supply a bare DNA sequence with an additional information: restriction map, open reading frames, genes descriptions, translated proteins, repeats, local similarities, codon usage, etc. All this information can be presented on the same display or output file. As well Edit_DNA models common gene engeneering manipulations: insertions, deletions, substitutions, merging of two DNA molecules, search for a site, keeping of the reading frame, etc. After these operations are done the Feature Table is automatically rewritten. Editing data (restriction maps, for example) are also automatically recalculated after DNA manipulations are done.
Protein sequence editing (Edit_Protein) provides all spectrum of editing operations with protein sequences in one or three-letter notation and contains a number of standard tools (hidropatic/charge profiles, various programs for predictions of protein secondary structure, chemical structure of aminoacids in different modes, etc.).
DNA and protein database manager
DNASUN database manager (Database_Manager) works with EMBL/SwissProt external formats. It stores information in a special compressed format that requires three times less space than the external format. In this compressed format both EMBL and SWISS-PROT databases (release 31) require about 190 Mb. In the case of working with a CD ROM DatabaseManager uses hard disk for storing some index files. Another option of Database_Manager is an EMBL-GenBank converter for work with GenBank.
Database_Manager is a hypertext-tike system which greatly facilitates a search in the current versions of EMBL/GenBank containing incompletely annotated entries. It uses interactive approach for search allowing a user to select keys from the key list (index file) instead of formulating queries in SQL. This approach helps a biologists to avoid common mistakes in queries and makes a search procedure simple and clear. The results of a search are presented as a set of documents to allow complex queries in a step-by-step by fashion (by supporting of different logical operations 
Dot-matrices
DNASUN dot-matrix program (Dot_Matrix) uses hashing technique to reduce computational time and provides flexible parameters to reveal significant similarities/reduce statistical noise. Dot_Matrix can be applied iteratively to prompt a biologists the most appropriate parameters and to reveal and zoom the most interesting regions of similarity. Dot_Matrix generated graphical cursor allows one to pick up the most interesting similarity regions. The actual sequence alignment of these regions can be viewed on the same display.
Pairwise sequence alignment
DNASUN has a variety of pairwise sequence alignment programs ranging from the classical global and local alignment algorithms to the fast program for the alignment of close sequences based on a filtration technique in a band (Needleman and Wunsch, 1970 , Smith and Waterman, 1981 , Lipman and Pearson, 1985 , Ukkonen, 1985 . The alignment programs allow one to use various modifications of gap penalties. A modification of the local alignment algorithm (Waterman and Eggert, 1987) allows fast searching for suboptimal local alignments and includes the Alignment_Editor for searching, sorting, analysing and updating of the set of found local alignments. For example a representative set of 100 best suboptimal local alignments for sequences of length 1000 bp can be found in 15 s.
Motif search
DNASUN motif search program (Motif_Search) allows a user to type or to select from the library a motif of interest and to look for this motif in a sequence/database. The gaps between various parts of a motif are allowed (for example, ATttrGT (15 ...25) GTCCGA). The Motif_Search draws the plot of the motif score distribution based on a weight matrix.
Multiple alignment
DNASUN contains two programs for multiple alignment: local multiple alignment by consensus matrix (Barton and Sternberg, 1987, Alexandrov, 1992 ) and a fast modification of the Vingron-Argos method for local alignment assembly (Vingron and Argos, 1989) . The output of the program contains both a multiple alignment (in a format convenient for further editing) and an evolutionary tree constructed by a clustering method.
Fast database search
DNASUN fast database search (Fast_Search) is an implementation of Roytberg (1992) algorithm based on a combination of filtration technique and dynamic programming on /-tuples. Fast_Search draws a plot indicating for each position in the target sequence the number of similar regions in the database. A user can view a list of similar sequences, analyse this list and mark the descriptions of the sequences he is interested in. In this mode a user is able to browse the descriptions that refer to the similar fragments and to analyse the descriptions of (parts of) genes where the similarity is located.
Import from this program to the Database_Manager allows further analysis of the marked set. The actual searching time depends on the parameters, in particular, on the size of/-tuple in the Roytberg (1992) technique. The searching time for a query 1000 bp long and all bacteriophage sequences from EMBL database is 3 min (/ = 7).
DNA statistics
DNA statistics program (DNA_Statistics) allows a user to plot profiles of different parameters such as GC-content, Purine/Pyrimidine content, codon frequency, etc. The program is very flexible: a user can type a formula for a parameter of interest (for example ratio of start-codon frequency and stop-codon frequency in the first frame). DNA_Statistics plots the profile of this parameter as well as its mean value and standard deviation. In particular, the user can fastly construct various plots related to the functional regions of DNA (coding regions, promoters, TATA boxes) and check his own hypothesis on the relations between the parameters and functional regions.
RNA secondary structure
RNA secondary structure program (RNA_Structure) is based on the kinetics approach for the prediction of RNA secondary structure (Mironov and Kister, 1985; 1986; Mironov and Lebedev, 1993) . RNA_Structure uses Monte-Carlo simulation for RNA folding and models the kinetics of RNA secondary structure formation. As a result a user can observe the changes in the RNA secondary structure in the time scale. The transitions between various RNA foldings are calculated from energy considerations. RNA_Structure computes the probabilities of different RNA secondary structures (the kinetic ensemble of RNA secondary structures) and provides a user with a few ranked versions of RNA secondary structure all of which, perhaps, exist in vivo. It also supports flexible options for viewing the results. In particular, a biologist can find the probability of nucleotide to be paired on the sequence, observe kinetics of pairing for different nucleotides, and compute the probabilities of suboptimal RNA secondary structures. RNA_Structure allows a user to conveniently view different RNA structures in the graphic mode. An example of application of RNA_Structure in the project on the optimization of human interleukin expression in E.coli is given in Lomakin et al., 1993 .
Plasmid manager
Plasmid manager program (Plasmid_Manager) allows one to build, store and view the genetic and restriction maps of plasmids. As well Plasmid_Manager simulates electrophoresis experiments and compares the expected results with the experimental data. A user can model a wide range of gene engeneering experiments on the computer. For example, a user can select a set of restriction enzymes, cut the plasmid, select a fragment and link it with other fragment. During these operations the program automatically updates the genetic and restriction maps and provides a user with the expected results of the electrophoresis for step by step control. The scenario of Plasmid_Manager user-friendly interface was designed by a gene engineer and was extensively tested in biological laboratories.
Optimal oligonucleotide probe selection
The program for optimal oligonucleotide probe selection (Probe_Selection) designs probes to efficiently select a region (gene) of interest from a clone library in a given vector. This program searches similarities between a gene and a vector and label high similarity segments on gene sequence as unappropriate for probe design. The program uses information from a DNA database about other genes from the same organism and the regions of high similarity with other genes from this organisms are also marked as unappropriate. As well all self-complementary segments on gene are excluded from the consideration. This information and various probe characteristics are displayed on the screen to help in selection of optimal probes.
Double Digest and Multiple Digest DNA physical mapping
In spite of a large number of algorithms for Double Digest Problem (DDP) this problem still cannot be considered A.A. Mironov el al. resolved. The major difficulty in DDP is the search and analysis of a large number of hypotheses about the ordering of restriction fragments.
DNASUN physical mapping program (Map_Sun) uses the method of equivalent transformations combined with a consistency checking algorithm (Pevzner, 1995) . Numerous combinatorial procedures (Pevzner and Mironov, 1987) and the method of equivalent transformations allow one to decrease the computational time significantly. If the experimental errors are low MAPSUN constructs physical maps with 10-15 sites for each restriction enzyme. It is well-known that the number of potential physical maps grows exponentially with the number of sites growing (Goldstein and Waterman, 1987) . That is why in practice biologists usually get information about a number of double digests (Multiple Digest Problem) and use this information to reduce the combinatorial explosion. Map_Sun allows one to built multiple maps with up to eight enzymes. The resulting maps can be graphically presented by Plasmid_Manager.
DNA sequencing
The program for DNA sequencing (DNA_Sequencing) constructs the sequence assemblies for shotgun sequencing using files from Applied Biosystems automatic sequencer or other source. DNA_Sequencing allows biologists to combine fragments from different gels, to manipulate with a library of gels, search similarity between gels, assembly contigs, edit fragments and contigs, view and print maps of contigs. DNA_Sequencing handles DNA stretchs up to 32 000 nucleotides long and supports a step-by-step strategy allowing a biologist to update the contigs after new fragments have been read. Numerous options saving biologist's efforts were implemented in DNA_Sequencing in a close collaboration with DNA sequencing laboratory of the National Center for Biotechnology, Moscow, Russia. DNA_Sequencing can run in either automatic or semi-automatic regime allowing a biologist to check every step in the sequencing project and to add a new fragment after it has been read. Automatic assembly of 300 fragments with an average length 300 bp takes about 0.5 h (total length of the assembled sequence is 20 000 bp). DNA_Sequencing was extensively used in Russian Human Genome program and in French Bacillus subtilis project. For example, in the framework of this project Sorokin et al., 1993 used DNASUN for sequencing 28 206 bp region of B.subtilis chromosome between the spoVAF and serA genes. In this study the estimate of the average error rate for sequence assembly provided by DNA_Sequencing was 10~4 bp.
Programs in progress
Currently we are developing user-friendly versions of the programs for promoter recognition (Alexandrov and Mironov, 1990) , DNA linguistics (Kozhukhin and Pevzner, 1991; Pevzner, 1992b) , fast statistical database search for weak similarities (Mironov and Alexandrov, 1988; Pevzner, 1992a) , kinetics of protein folding, 3-D structures database manager, etc.
